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Leading Logistics Provider 

THE BEST PEOPLE. THE BEST TECHNOLOGY. INFORMATION WHEN AND 

WHERE YOU NEED IT. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE OF YOUR GLOBAL SUPPLY 

CHAIN. 

There is no substitute for a logistics partner with a proven track record. The right industry expertise. 

The commitment to provide exceptional value and service. To help you meet the increasing 

complexity and challenges within your supply chain. 

• LTN manages lead logistics for some of the world’s leading multinational manufacturing companies. 

Customized solutions that help global shippers analyze, develop and implement successful logistics 

management strategies. To reduce operating costs, cycle time, inventory, and liability risk. And 

optimize shipping, warehousing and distribution 

• Global process control through assessment and analysis, tight management of multiple modes and 

oversight of 3PLs and carriers. All linked to performance metrics and project management that yield 

results 

• Complete visibility of every step in your supply chain. Industry leading transportation management 

tools ensure complete control, visibility and transparency of all your shipments 

 

 

Global Network Services 

A SMARTER WAY TO THE WORLD AND MORE. 

 

At LTN Global Network we understand service excellence. It is about absolute competence 

punctuated by geographic access, solid execution, quality information and talent you can trust in 

every market that matters. 

LTN Global Network is about catering to astute shippers who demand a higher caliber of 

transportation and logistics expertise. Global traders who, in a dynamic global marketplace, expect 

to be treated like a customer. Not a commodity. 

LTN Global Network is a select group of logistics and transportation specialists, many family-owned, 

in more than 120 countries. Renowned in our local markets, and unified by Smart information and 

old fashioned values like accountability and the enduring trust earned one customer one shipment at 

a time. 
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Import Logistics 

YOUR CARGO MOVES QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY THROUGH CUSTOMS 

THANKS TO LTN’S EXPERTISE AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE LATEST TRADE 

RULES. 

One of the leading technology-based, licensed import brokers in the industry,  

We ensure our clients meet full compliance standards and have all necessary documentation to 

avoid delays and costly penalties. For error-free management and control of your global shipments. 

• Extensive Customs clearance experience in all areas of inbound and international processes and 

regulations, including security and Harmonized Tariff Systems. 

• Real-time monitoring and control 

• Advanced electronic Customs clearance 

• Accelerated entry process 

• Pre- and post-shipment audit 

• Importer/Exporter JAMPRO Registration 

 

Importing export expertise 

Outsourcing accountability, in-sourcing trust 

Trek Bicycle 

 

Staying in Gear: 

Making sure your transportation & logistics run smoothly half a world away 

Larsen & Toubro 

 

Careful planning transform 

Heineken 

 

Goes Down Smooth: 

Faster customs clearance through electronic filing 
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Export Logistics 

WORLDWIDE OCEAN & AIR FORWARDING WITH TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT 

AT EACH STEP THROUGHOUT YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN. 

On-time delivery reliability and planning. Second-to-none service for your cargo. 

Clients give high marks to LTNLOGSmart, our service portal.  

 Documentation for all processes and outbound clearance 

• Proactive management ahead of exceptions leading to time/cost savings 

• Coordination of inland transportation and scheduling 

• Comprehensive, competitive transportation services in every major trade lane through LTN 

Transport NVOCC 

• Certified JAMPRO Freight Forwarder 

• Trade Partners are one click away in every major Export City hub. 
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About LTN 

DELIVERING ON THE PROMISE  

With a network of Freight Forwarders operating in more than 120 countries, including more than 115 

export offices across the world, LTN People believe in delivering on the promise of service 

excellence one customer at a time.  It’s about people who listen and communicate whether it’s 

across the office or across the globe.  People who sweat the details to over-achieve.  People you 

can trust.        

A full range of integrated services & solutions including: 

• Transportation – Air, Ocean, Ground 

• Export Logistics – Freight Forwarding 

• Import Logistics – Customs Clearance 

• Vertical Expertise in Chemicals, Healthcare and Retail & Consumer Goods    

• Trade, Security and Environmental Regulatory Compliance 

• Warehousing & Distribution 

• Global Project Logistics 

• Oil & Gas Logistics 

• Process Improvement 

• Global Logistics Modeling and Management 

• Lead Logistics Provider Design and Management 

• Supply Chain Optimization Consulting 
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LTN Profile 

To compete in the new normal economy, logistics managers must pick their service 

partners carefully, linking new-fashioned expectations with old-fashioned know how.  

That’s why some of the world’s most respected companies trust LTN International to execute their 

most demanding air, ocean and ground logistics and transportation operations. Having Served the 

Industry for over 18 years, we are the Industry Leaders serving some of the major Business Houses 

and Manufacturers in Jamaica. 

For over six years, we have deployed the best transportation and logistics information tools, as well 

as experienced people at the point of customer contact to help our customers grow. 

Our approach is simple: We get to know our customers by listening and learning about their needs. 

Then we deliver individual solutions that improve effectiveness and minimize spend: 

• Reducing costs of existing processes 

• Improving cycle times 

• Entering fast-growing markets 

• Analyzing, designing and managing logistics processes 

• Planning for rapid economic growth 

• Developing infrastructures that flexes with changing business demands 

A privately owned company headquartered in Jamaica, LTN Logistics International is founded on a 

vision to be the best global logistics provider in the world. Today, you’ll find LTN People over-

achieving wherever you are – with our Logistics Partners between Beijing and Brussels, Singapore 

and Sao Paulo, Toronto and Tokyo, Milan and Manchester, and in more than 45 cities across the 

globe. 
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From the President 

WELCOME 

Thank you for visiting LTN Logistics International 

We’re really glad you’re here. 

 

Allow me to introduce myself and tell you a little bit about our company. I’ve personally had the 

privilege to serve as LTN Logistics International’s president since 2006. Everyone within the LTN 

family has a commitment to the continued success of our company. In turn, we have become one of 

Jamaica’s top privately owned logistics service providers. 

How are we able to succeed? First, we listen to our customers, and then go the extra distance to 

provide the best and most appropriate service possible. Second, we continue to invest in our 

company with aggressive initiatives such as the global integration of our technologies and employee 

training, so we’re prepared to face tomorrow’s challenges and best serve our customers worldwide. 

Doing what’s right today while keeping our eye on the future is what keeps LTN moving forward in a 

positive direction. 

How can we best serve your global logistics needs? We welcome the opportunity to talk with you to 

find out how we can offer your company the global scope you require with the personal attention you 

deserve. 

 

Sincerely 

President 

Lorraine Thomas – Harris 

LTN Logistics International 
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The LTN Experience 

IT TAKES THREE PRECIOUS ASSETS. 

People, process and technology that reach beyond common performance.  To deliver the finest 

service experience in the world.  

It begins with a solid understanding of operating standards and processes. Understanding the 

logistics requirements of our global customers and supply chain partners. And implementing 

continuous improvement initiatives to ensure the tools and processes are in place to deliver 

a service experience of unexpected value. 

Accountability: Combining experience you can trust with performance you can measure. 

• Monthly report cards for each LTN Customer around the world help us continually raise our 

performance bar 

• Internal file audits help us evaluate and fine-tune our processes 

Customer Care: “Small enough to care, large enough to leverage value” is the way we have 

conducted business for 6 years. 

• Privately owned, we never lose sight of what matters most 

• Nimble to changing business conditions, we provide the follow-through you expect 

• Training and education for our people to promote professional growth and achieve higher 

performance levels 

Enduring Relationships: Enhanced communications ensure people and processes are working in 

concert to deliver seamless, quality customer service. 

• Solid operations and flawless execution 

• Experienced local leadership and staff who thoroughly understand local laws, cultures, business 

practices and regulations 

• First and only Customs Broker to be invited to World Customs Organization (WCO) to 

participate in Tariff Related Matters by the Director General of the WCO. We were single 

handedly selected because of our expertise and knowledge of the Customs Harmonized Tariff 

Systems. 

• Member of the Freight Forwarders International Association (FIATA) 

• Registered and Certified Jampro Exporter 

• Dangerous Goods - Exporter 
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THE ROLE OF A CUSTOMS BROKER 

What does a Customs Broker Do? 

 

1. Prepares and file Customs Entries to help effect the release of import shipments 

2. Assist Importers with the CORRECT Tariff classification of their imported Products, 

help o ensure the correct Customs Duties are PAID. 

3. Files necessary paperwork or electronic ASYCUDA Entries to obtain Customs Release 

from Government Agencies. 

4. Arrange transport to help ensure the shipments/consignments are delivered to the 

Consignee/Importer. 

 

 

AGENTS WORLDWIDE 

USA 

CONSOLIDATED FREIGHT AND SHIPPING 

a. 10050 NW 116th Way, Suite 9, Medley, Florida 33178 

c. (305) 498-1252 |   o. (305) 421-9736   

Deluxe Shipping Inc 
220 Ingraham Street  
Brooklyn NY 11237, USA 
Tel: 718 381-2226    Toll Free:  1 888 257-9888 
 
 

SOUTH AMERICA/PANAMA 
 
AGENT FOR COPA AIRLINES COURIER PTA 
Door to Door Service to the WORLD 
 

Services include: 

• Transportation Declared Value 
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• Free Domicile or DDP. 

• Collect Service. 

• We Fly and Deliver your Shipments. 

When you work with Copa Courier you benefit from: 

Lower Cost thus Special Corporate rates by region (Central, South America, Mexico, United 

States and the Caribbean) 

  

• The Best Delivery Time to Latin America 

• Guarantee service 

• Web tracking for all your shipments thought  our web page www.copacourier.com 

• In house Air Way Bill over the web capability. 

• Door to Door or Airport to Airport Service 

• Expedite Customs Service 

• Credit 

• Earn miles with our frequent flyer program ConnectMiles. 

 

 
CHINA/ASIA 

GRAND OCEAN SHIPPING CO.,LTD 
Add:20# Jinfengcheng Mansion Tower B,No 5015 , 

Shennan East Road ,Luohu District ,Shenzhen China. 
 

UNITED KINGDOM 

2WTRADE LLP 

Fulfilment and COD Logistics Services 

Covent Gardens, London 

England WC2H 9JQ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.copacourier.com/
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Contact Us 

To expedite a customer service inquiry, we suggest that you contact your LTN office manager.   

Thank you. 

LOCATIONS 
 

LTN Logistics International                             LTN EXPRESS COURIER 

LTN EXPRESS – Head Office                           PORTMORE 

78 Slipe Road, Cross Roads                              Shop no. 11B 

Kingston 5, Jamaica W.I.                                    Destiny Mall  

Telephoneno. 876-908-4788-89                         Portmore, St. Catherine 

Cell no. 876-669-7476                                        Tel: 1876-665-1745 

Whatsapp no. 876-805-2974                              Whatsapp no.876-8016296 

For quotations: courier@ltnexpress.com 

 

 

LTN Logistics International/ LTN Express/WAREHOUSE -KFZ 

40 Caracas Avenue 

Kingston Free Zone, Kingston Freeport Terminal 

Jamaica, W.I.  

Telephone: 876-612-3349 

General email: ltnlogisticscompany@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bdpinternational.com/contact-us/
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LTN EXPRESS COURIERS -JUNCTION 

Shop no. 6 

SELJAN PLAZA 

Junction, St. Elizabeth 

Telephone/Whatsapp no. 876-493-4983 

Tel: 876-649-0612 

 

 

Office Contact Persons: 

President/CEO 

Lorraine Thomas - Harris 

Tel: 1876-612-3349 

Email: lorraine.harris@ltnlogisticscompany.com 

 

Managing Director 

Coy Harris – Tel: 1876-612-3755 

Email: coy.harris@ltnlogisticscompany.com 

 

 

Operations  

Import/Export Operations 

Adriano Grizzle – Logistics Manager 

Email: a.grizzle@ltnlogisticscompany.com 

 

 

 

 

mailto:lorraine.harris@ltnlogisticscompany.com
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FOR LTN EXPRESS COURIERS 

 

Please sign up on our website: www.ltnexpress.com 

 


